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ORIGINAL OUTDOOR
Instant relaxation
If you’re really serious about relaxing, in your garden, your balcony, the park, wherever, then there’s 
really just one serious option: Original Outdoor. The one and only outside beanbag. Original Outdoor is 
6.65 kilos of instant relaxation. Forget sitting up straight, or with one leg neatly crossed over the other. 
This outdoor beanbag has just the one setting: Relax. With a capital R. Sunglasses and a cool drink 
warmly recommended.

The soft, outdoor powerhouse
Original Outdoor is made from strong Olefin fabric, which is water- and dirt-repellent. The odd shower 
poses no problems for this outdoor beanbag. And don’t worry about leaving it in the sun either. Its color 
will stay as vibrant as the day you bought it. Spilt your glass of red wine over your Original Outdoor?  
Or perhaps the kids have lined it with ice cream? Again, no problem. Wipe it with a damp cloth or give it 
a once-over with the garden hose and it’ll be as good as new.

ROCK ‘N ROLL: a rocking-chair beanbag for outside
Always wanted to rock on your Fatboy beanbag? That’s why Fatboy made the Rock ‘n Roll, an oversized 
metal rocking frame that’s the perfect partner for your Outdoor Original. Place your beanbag on it and 
what have you got? The most relaxed rocking chair imaginable, that’s what.

Nice to know
• For indoor and outdoor use.

• Available in blossom, dark ocean, grey taupe, mist, red, rock grey, seafoam,  

 stripe azur, stripe ocean blue and thunder grey. 

• Material cover: 100% Olefin.

• Dimensions: 180 x 134.

• Weight: 6.65 kg.

• Water- and dirt-repellent coated fabric.

• EUR 289 | GBP 289 | NOK 3.049 | SEK 3.049 | DKK 2.159 | CHF 379.


